
A LITERARY ANALYSIS OF ONCE MORE TO THE LAKE BY E B WHITE

Once More to the Lake depicts E. B. White's experience as he visits a Literature An analysis of E.B. White's essay Once
More to the Lake.

In childhood years it was nearly a virgin lake, with wildlife and absence of any kind of good roads to it. The
feel of cold chill of death at groin means that the author lets the trip to be just a trip without any expectations
from his son to repeat his practices. The lake helps him think back and develop a better understanding of his
situation. Once More to the Lake Useful links. Baker, Russell. He is comforted by these as well as the
permanence of nature. The same sensation emerged when they explored streams, watched the turtles slide off
of logs, or lay on the wharf and fed the tame bass. His catalog suggests the replacement of the rural and local
with the homogenized and the commonplace. He understands that he became a grown-up and his childhood is
left only in his heart and in his mind. At this point, White knows that because the cycle that leads from birth to
death is universal, he is subject to it, and as he watches his son ascend the path to maturity and independence,
he is approaching the horizon of his own demise. New York: W. What makes you cringe? When White was a
child, his family arrived at the town of Belgrade by railway; they loaded trunks onto a farm wagon with much
to-do and supervision by his father and were driven to the lake by the host-farmer. As Huxley suggests, a great
essay combines a unique personal perspective on the concrete, the objective, the factual aspects of life, and
induces from these a realization of a universal truth. There's a problem with this paper. This child will also see
the cultist with the bar of soap and share the timeless joke about getting soaked while swimming in the rain,
and in his maturity will obey the parental instinct to guide and teach. Thus, White emphasizes the negative
side of new technologies. The points of comparison are multiple and the language he uses to describe them is
concrete and specific. Here are some ways our essay examples library can help you with your assignment:
Brainstorm a strong, interesting topic Learn what works and what doesn't from the reader's perspective. But in
contrast to the things that seem stable and enduring, both technology and urban life are bringing changes. It
stands as a reminder of his childhood experiences. Such permanence can help anchor the person and his
psychological development. Even though the lake has changed over the years, it remains a lake that the author
can visit. The road from the cabin to the farmhouse where the family took their meals has also changed. This
was the note that jarred, the one thing that would sometimes break the illusion and set the years moving. The
father is full of expectations as the lake symbolizes his youth ages and the most careless period of his life. In
those other summertimes, all motors were inboard; and when they were at a little distance, the noise they made
was a sedative, an ingredient of summer sleep. Who wrote this essay? But he might have also added that this
universal truth suggests an expanding complex of associations that define what we know intellectually and
comprehend emotionally about life. It opened his eyes on the new reality so that the author begins to perceive
reality from another angle, in realistic colors and enjoys it. Even though technology can, indeed, make things
become faster and more efficient, technology can also make things noisier and more disruptive. The poem
pivots on the irony that while the newborn child is the executioner of his parents, he is at the same time the
instrument of their immortality. This transformation is necessary for him to find enjoyment in the journey. Let
us know! The diction he uses in describing these dissimilarities made White sound as though the thought of
having to cope with these changes was unbearable and that he was denying the fact that time had passed and
he was not a young boy anymore. His experience of being at the lakefront brings him back to his childhood
years when he experiences the lake. White wants to show that the technology can be disruptive. However, the
transformation also emphasizes an altered perception of the actual lake. Reference: White, E. Again, with the
eye of a trained naturalist, he looks into the placid water: In the shallows, the dark, water-soaked sticks and
twigs, smooth and old, were undulating in clusters on the bottom against the clean ribbed sand, and the track
of the mussel was plain. The lake that White writes about is Great Pond and is one of several in the vicinity of
Belgrade, Maine referred to collectively as the Belgrade Lakes Elledge  Also, the technology that he refers to,
in the form of the new and noisier engines, may have also been affected by such switching in his perceptions.
It is just that he was used to the old and less noisy ones, thereby making his claims more personal and not
necessarily real. Foremost is the matter of transportation. Post navigation.


